
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name AWA MEDIUM

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1129

Description
A ball made from air wrapped in liquid is called "awa" in Japanese.This design sprung from the idea of creating lighting that
looks like soft glass which has retained its shape after being inflated.I hope it gives the impression of seeing a ball of air
floating when you look up. Another characteristic of this design is that it s wood and metal parts look made of glass, as if
they were stoppers (corks) for the air.

Technical description

Glass Colour

transparent glass A CGC23

smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516

smoke brown - transparent glass A CGC538

Glass surface

glossy surface A CGSU66

Body finish

copper A CCS584

aluminium A CCS775

European oak - natural waxed A CCS518

American walnut - natural waxed A CCS757

Canopy finish

copper A CCSC896

aluminium A CCSC843

European oak - natural waxed A CCSC841

American walnut - natural waxed A CCSC842

Cable colour

textile cable - black A CECL519

textile cable - light grey A CECL1918

Recommended Bulbs

230V, LED, E27, 12W, 2200K, 500lm, RA95, DIM - ART A CEB2832

230V, LED, E27, 6W, 2000K, 200lm, RA90, DIM - FILAMENT LED A CEB2671
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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name AWA LARGE

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1130

Description
A ball made from air wrapped in liquid is called "awa" in Japanese.This design sprung from the idea of creating lighting that
looks like soft glass which has retained its shape after being inflated.I hope it gives the impression of seeing a ball of air
floating when you look up. Another characteristic of this design is that its  wood and metal parts look made of glass, as if
they were stoppers (corks) for the air.

Technical description

Glass Colour

transparent glass A CGC23

smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516

smoke brown - transparent glass A CGC538

Glass surface

glossy surface A CGSU66

Body finish

copper A CCS584

aluminium A CCS775

European oak - natural waxed A CCS518

American walnut - natural waxed A CCS757

Canopy finish

copper A CCSC896

aluminium A CCSC843

European oak - natural waxed A CCSC841

American walnut - natural waxed A CCSC842

Cable colour

textile cable - black A CECL519

textile cable - light grey A CECL1918

Recommended Bulbs

230V, LED, E27, 12W, 2200K, 500lm, RA95, DIM - ART A CEB2832

230V, LED, E27, 6W, 2000K, 200lm, RA90, DIM - FILAMENT LED A CEB2671
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